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Abstract
This paper introduces a partnership between researchers in Education Sciences and high school students and discusses the students’ perceptions of the effects of taking on the role of researchers in Education Sciences. These partnerships were established to develop a project in which high school students researched their school’s everyday life in collaboration with academic researchers. The partners are introduced, as well as the partnership and the steps for supporting the student researchers in developing their projects. Drawing on student voice literature, a qualitative evaluation of the students’ products and perspectives regarding their experiences as researchers pointed to the potential of these partnerships for the students’ engagement in discussions about educational trajectories and pathway choices with their peers, teachers and researchers. Moreover, the students’ perceptions indicate an improvement in their inquiry skills and valuing of research in Education Sciences. This paper adds to the existing literature on student voice in schools, by discussing processes to engage students as researchers of school issues and by highlighting the importance of student voice to early awareness and recognition of research in Education Sciences.
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Introduction
This paper introduces a partnership between researchers in Education Sciences and high school students aged 16 to 18 who developed research projects about their schools. It also discusses the students’ perspectives regarding the effects of taking on the role of researchers in Education Sciences, on their improvement of inquiry skills and development and awareness of research in Education Sciences.
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These research projects occurred within a partnership between a Faculty of Education Sciences and a high school of a Portuguese city, arranged within a municipality’s project entitled ‘Society, School and Research’. This project challenged several of the city’s public higher education institutions to partner with public middle and high schools in school-based projects aiming to promote the scientific literacy of students. The starting point of the partnership reported here was to encourage high school students to research about their school’s everyday life, including the challenges in their schooling and life trajectories. University researchers, including the authors, assumed a supervisor role by helping the high school students to define and shape research issues selected according to their interests and experiences.

Although a consistent body of research and practice has included students’ voices, students remain more often passive respondents rather than active researchers or research partners (Fielding, 2011; Gonzalez et al., 2017; Lundy & Cook-Sather, 2016; Mockler & Groundwater-Smith, 2015). Students are more often the analysed subjects in educational research, with little say in what is researched and how it is translated by whoever is performing the analysis (Cook-Sather, 2012). This scenario is slowly changing, with students increasingly being invited to partner with teachers and university researchers to explore topics such as marginalization (Messiou, 2014), engagement/disengagement (Carrington et al., 2010), curriculum development and teaching practices (Davies, 2011; Leat & Reid, 2012; Morgan & Porter, 2011; Smit, 2013). But while the focus has mostly been put on issues of school improvement and social inclusion, the potential of these partnerships for the students’ awareness of Social Sciences research and Education Sciences specifically has remained unexplored.

In Portugal, though school-university partnerships have long been frequent, students participating as researchers in educational issues is mostly limited to sporadic initiatives in Higher Education. When considering the wider field of student voice, some work in primary or secondary schools has been developed to capture students’ schooling experiences (Pereira et al., 2014) or for its potential for inclusive student participation (César & Oliveira, 2005; Messiou et al., 2016) and curriculum or school improvement (Messiou et al., 2016; Ministério da Educação, 2016; Torres & Mouraz, 2015). Small steps have been taken towards more participatory types of research, namely under the aim of citizenship education (Menezes & Ferreira, 2014). Nevertheless, concerning student participation in school life, conceptions of what democracy involves have been limited and participation is often confined to some representation on official committees (Pereira et al., 2014).

There has been a considerable international boost to involving students as researchers in schools through the discursive framings of higher standards and school improvement (Thomson & Gunter, 2006), and from the children’s rights legally established by the UN Convention (Lundy & Cook-Sather, 2016; United Nations, 1989). However, the stimulus of the project here reported was located more on inquiry-based learning for scientific literacy, research awareness and the increase of post-school aspirations. In this specific partnership, the involvement of high school students with research facilitators from the field of Education Sciences who, in turn, acknowledged the state of low student participation in the decision making within schools, inevitably led to a focus on schooling and curriculum issues more than on traditional disciplinary issues (most frequently STEM). Our standpoint was, primarily, the development of students’ inquiry skills and views of research in Education Sciences rather than the issues of children's rights. Nevertheless, we took the opportunity to encourage students to come up with issues that were a part of their day-to-day concerns, to raise the school’s awareness about unsolved or unattended problems as much as about the importance of student participation in school life. Thus, our paper adds to the existing literature on student voice in school and curriculum development, with the students’ perspectives about their experiences as knowledge producers in Education Sciences and enablers of discussions around school improvement.
Students as researchers and student voice

The term student voice has been increasingly used within a very wide range of initiatives, operationalized in diverse ways and under a variety of terminologies (Cook-Sather, 2018; Gonzalez et al., 2017; Lundy & Cook-Sather, 2016). Whether the focus emerges from the democratic exercise in education (Fielding, 2011; Menezes & Ferreira, 2014; Pereira et al., 2014), the children’s and young people’s rights movement (Lundy & Cook-Sather, 2016), school improvement (Davies, 2011; Roberts & Nash, 2009), participatory or action research (Bland & Atweh, 2007; Smit, 2013) or inquiry-based learning (Leat & Reid, 2012; Quintero, 2010), the view is one that aims towards empowering learners in issues of their own education and lives. Listening to the voices of children and young people concerning school and the curriculum has been defended under premises of the social-educational, ethical-political, innovation and epistemological spheres (Bourke & Loveridge, 2018; Gonzalez et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2014; Smit, 2013). However, student voice is still very much anchored to consultancy movements, which raises questions of misrepresentation and continues to place authority and agency with researchers or other adult educational actors (Cook-Sather, 2012). In looking to overcome some of these issues, recent research has been addressing issues of power imbalances, politics of student voice and actual impacts on school leadership (Gonzalez et al., 2017). Consequently, its framing has been shifting from research on to research with students in partnerships (Bourke & Loveridge, 2018; Cook-Sather, 2018; Fielding, 2004b, 2011; Fine et al., 2007; Mitra, 2009; Mockler & Groundwater-Smith, 2015).

For Thomson and Gunter (2006), the activity of students as researchers has been framed under two main distinctive discourses. Within a school improvement discourse, teachers place students in the role of researchers by involving them in the analysis at the school level and interpretations of practices and experiences within national educational policies, as a more effective path to change. Whereas under a rights framework, the discourse tends to shift to the students’ right to have a say in the nature, scope and form of research they conduct, as well as to be actively engaged in making recommendations and implementing change (Fielding, 2001, 2004b). This connects with the definition of students as researchers, proposed by Fielding (2004a, 2004b), as a partnership that privileges an egalitarian dialogue between both parties, students and adult research facilitators. Distinguishing it from other youth participatory methods of research (Fine et al., 2007), Fielding (2004a, 2004b) goes on to explain how, in the process of students as researchers, students have the leading role in identifying issues to be researched, in conducting the research, analysing the data, writing the report and presenting their findings. This gives students the responsibility to communicate the various processes and findings of the research with respect, attentiveness and commitment to enact positive change.

The challenges of this responsibility and increased agency in the production and dissemination of knowledge (Bland & Atweh, 2007) were explicitly addressed in Fielding’s typology of patterns of partnership between students and adults in schools (Fielding, 2011): students as knowledge creators, students as joint authors and intergenerational learning as participatory democracy. The path from the first to the last implies increased participation and authorship of students in decision-making and implementing the course of action, thus progressing to a more equal sharing of power and responsibility.

Students as researchers: Raising awareness of Education Sciences research and learning about inquiry skills

The rights framework reminds us it is not just a matter of increasing children and youth participation, but rather a responsibility to afford students respect and promote their skills to become
confident and active partners in research (Cook-Sather, 2018). Therefore, most students as researchers’ projects involve a training component, either through specific documents or training sessions. For instance, Fielding and Bragg (2003) put forward an outline of questions to guide the steps for students as researchers’ projects, which included:

- Involving students (which students to include? are they invited or do they volunteer?);
- Choosing topics to research (who decides? where is the real chance of change?);
- Establishing staff roles (how much will they lead and how much will they follow students’ lead?);
- Matching inquiry strategies to the topic (what are appropriate ways to find answers to the research questions posed?);
- Setting a time scale and distributing tasks among those involved;
- Analysing and writing up data (keeping records, identifying patterns, drawing conclusions, etc.);
- Sharing the findings (format? audience? purpose?);
- Celebrating it;
- Responding to it.

Thomson and Gunter (2006) developed a research toolkit to help students generate research questions and to analyse and decide on appropriate methods to answer the posed questions. Also, issues such as the different types of data produced and their implications or ethical issues surrounding confidentiality and access were discussed with the students.

Kellett (2005) and Morgan and Porter (2011) proposed training sessions covering topics such as the nature of research – often addressing the positivist versus interpretivist approaches: reading and reviewing existing research, research questions, appropriateness of specific methods to the research topics, uses of quantitative and qualitative data, data analysis and dissemination of findings. Research ethics was also addressed, with issues such as validity, representativeness, reliability. Carrington et al. (2010) went further by proposing a three-stage model for training middle school students as researchers. The first stage was a 2-day workshop for students and staff, in which expectations of role and responsibilities were established, a shared understanding of the overarching research focus was promoted, research methods were presented and school-based projects were planned. Stage 2 involved undertaking school-based projects throughout a whole year with the support of university researchers. Stage 3 included a 1-day conference for students to share their work with other students, school staff, families and community members.

Though no specific initiative was found focusing the potential of students as researchers’ projects in the awareness of research in Education Sciences, its potential has been signalled as a way of enabling inquiry-based learning opportunities (Leat & Reid, 2012). Moreover, and according to Kellett (2005), the active engagement of students in research processes is a good stimulus for the development of metacognition and critical thinking, as well as data and information organization and management skills. Furthermore, learning to focus on research questions and choosing appropriate objectives and methodologies to answer those questions promotes logical and lateral thinking and the transfer of learning to other contexts. Data analysis seems to be the most valuable stage to promote such high-order thinking skills, and disseminating findings allows students to develop their writings, communication and organizational skills. Besides the development of such inquiry skills, Morgan and Porter (2011) have also highlighted how students as researchers’ programmes offer students opportunities to work with adults (university researchers and senior staff) and to collaborate with peers (developing skills of negotiation, communication and teamwork organization), while also improving their attitudes towards school.
The research partnership and partners

Since 2015, the promoters of the project ‘Society, School and Research’ have been challenging public high schools in the city to partner with specific public higher education institutions in order to develop inquiry-based projects in which students assume the role of researchers. These partnerships have the overall objective of promoting students’ access to scientific research and knowledge production, as well as raising their levels of scientific literacy, aiming, more specifically, towards promoting increased dissemination of the research developed in the city’s R&D institutions; actions to stimulate further and higher education while also attracting young people to a research career; proximity relationships between different institutions of the city; and school success. Each research partnership has resulted in school-based projects developed throughout one school year.

The specific research partnership here described involved a Faculty of Education Sciences and a public high school. Within the Faculty, two senior researchers and three junior researchers were involved. These researchers work in the fields of curriculum studies and teacher training, which are quite strong within the Faculty’s teaching, research and intervention activity.

The school is a high school located on one of the city’s former lyceums (grammar schools) of the early 20th century, but has since gained renovated premises in the city’s centre. It is a part of a cluster of four schools with a total of approximately 1,600 students – from which approximately 600 attend upper secondary education: 180 teachers and 60 members of non-teaching staff. Almost half of its students are supported by special social benefits. In Portugal, most public schools are organized in school clusters. Most of them provide from pre-school to the end of lower secondary education in what is called Basic Education. So, many students have to change school when they move on to upper secondary education even though this schooling level has been compulsory since 2009. Other school clusters, such as this one, include also upper secondary education. Its central location in the city with several public transport services nearby, makes it also attractive to students who have to move to a different school when finishing their Basic education in school clusters which lack upper secondary. In Portugal, upper secondary education courses are 3-year fixed study programmes with an educational tracking between academic, artistic and vocational education courses to be attended from the 10th grade to the 12th grade. There are four options of academic courses – Sciences and Technologies; Languages and Humanities; Socioeconomic Sciences; Visual Arts – which are usually the most popular, and several specific artistic and vocational educational options with different distributions between schools. Another consequence of the enlargement of compulsory schooling up to the 12th grade (age of 18) was that most public schools began expanding the diversity of their educational offers between more academic and more vocational courses. This particular school has a highly academic culture but also offers some vocational education courses, making its student population diverse in terms of attainment and academic paths. Nevertheless, more than 70% of its students are in academic courses with a successful attainment in their schooling paths within the national averages.¹

A first meeting between the team of university researchers (UR) and the school’s management team allowed for all to agree upon engaging upper secondary education students, aged 16 to 18, from academic courses, on a voluntary basis. It was somewhat a compromise between the school’s intentions of reaching a specific group and giving a choice to students to participate, thus engaging more committed students. In this school, there was some consensus that students who already had aspirations to higher education might benefit from participating and gain an understanding of university culture and practices, thus paving the way for a more successful transition to higher education. It was also decided that each group of student researchers (SR) should be tutored by one school teacher, also on a voluntary basis. These tutor teachers were asked to assist students with organizing time and tasks, encouraging and discussing processes and findings, anticipating difficulties, acting
as go-betweens with other school staff and students and giving emotional support and incentive to students. As pointed out by Fielding and Bragg (2003), active teacher engagement also provided increased credibility to the work of student researchers, within the school community. Finally, the following partnership objectives were set:

- To develop the students’ research competencies, attracting them to careers in research.
- To increase the students’ recognition and appreciation of research in the field of Social Sciences in general, and Education Sciences specifically.
- To produce empirical knowledge that could be useful to the student researchers involved, as well as to their school improvement.

After the first meeting, the educational project coordinator in the school engaged a few interested school teachers, who disseminated the proposal in the classes. However, the students’ projects were developed as an extracurricular project, like other activities such as clubs, sports and incentives to participate in contests and international exchange actions.

In 3 years, this partnership engaged 20 girls and 4 boys in the 12th grade, 9 girls and 4 boys in the 11th grade, 4 girls and 1 boy in the 10th grade and 4 girls and 1 boy in the 11th grade who repeated the project while in the 12th grade. These student researchers were organized into nine research teams: three of them composed of 12th grade students attending a Languages and Humanities course, and the others composed of students enrolled in a Sciences and Technologies course, though in different grades. Both courses are academic courses and shaped as a preparation stage for higher education studies. Consequently, these students were highly concerned with attainment and high-stakes exams which, in Portugal, have a strong weight in credits to access higher education courses.

Since most of the work on the projects had no explicit recognition in terms of curriculum or teaching schedules, teacher engagement varied widely according to the SR teams. Different SR teams were supervised in the school by specific teachers from different subjects (Psychology, Sociology, Portuguese Language) and by the school’s educational project coordinator, who had no teaching function in the school. The UR constantly pushed for tutor teachers to assume a co-researcher role in each research group, not only as important support for the whole research project, but foremost for the action to follow it (Roberts & Nash, 2009). The most active adult school participant was the educational project coordinator who played a pivotal role in negotiating the research problems with both the UR and the SR, and in facilitating the SR access to other students and teachers to participate in data collection.

The development of the students’ research projects

After this initial recruitment, the UR organized an introductory seminar in the school with those students who expressed an interest in participating, in order to present the aims, timeline, expected workload, expected outcomes and products of the project. This seminar was also useful to help the students organize research teams of four to five students. Usually, the teams were organized depending on the students’ relationships and research interests. Their participation was presented as an educational opportunity more than as a research process. The school organized informed consent forms that were passed on to both the students and their parents/guardians. Keeping in mind the promoters’ aim of fostering the student access to scientific research and knowledge production, as well as their levels of scientific literacy, the team of UR designed a project scheme that tried to fulfil this aim within the field of Education Sciences, which is illustrated in Figure 1.
Thus, this scheme was designed to engage the students in research procedures which might develop their competencies in problematizing social and educational issues related to their lives and education trajectories. Like Roberts and Nash (2009), we wanted to encourage students to reveal multiple and unusual perspectives about teaching and learning, as well as about their everyday school lives. Thus, this allowed the students to have some power in choosing the research issues.

To offer some stimulus, we proposed two broad themes that also emerged from a consensus between the UR and the school management team: everyday experiences within the school and challenges in the students’ schooling trajectories. Students had the power to choose research topics within these themes, because, as in the project by Bland and Atweh (2007), we acknowledge that students have the closest knowledge of their school’s problems, so they should be regarded as the principal researchers in the collaboration. However, some negotiation of these topics occurred with the UR, the tutor teacher and the school’s educational project coordinator. The students’ engagement in this selection process and its negotiation also had the potential to provide a more realistic view of the complexities of scientific research and thinking, as well as of the importance of argumentation skills for it (Kuhn et al., 2008).

Subsequently, the UR helped the SR to define a research problem, in a more individual session with each team, which was organized in such a way as to value the students’ ideas and discuss with them the relevance and feasibility of specific topics that they expressed willingness to address. Thus, the UR helped the SR to focus on more specific research issues and define research questions, as well as to think about possible research designs, which included careful analysis of the pros and cons of which participants to question, what questions to ask and how to ask them. The selected research questions were mostly related to schooling challenges, with a special focus on the one related with the possibility of moving to Higher Education, and individual and social well-being, such as student stress, excessive use of mobile phone, quality of the school canteen food. Student perceptions about extra-class lectures and high school courses and subjects were amongst the only curriculum issues selected.

A second meeting, 2 weeks after, was aimed at analysing some literature about the research topics and settling the target audience to inquire, as well as the data collection methodologies to use.
Due to restrictions of timeline and students’ training, data collection methodologies were limited to individual interviews, surveys and observation, as other more complex procedures required more intensive training and skills that were not possible to provide within the project timeline and resources. The UR and the SR then defined some questions to pose to the target audience.

A third meeting was used to design data collection procedures and instruments, including highlights of ethical principles, such as anonymity and confidentiality, and procedures such as consent terms and how to avoid the collection of sensitive data (if not needed).

Afterwards, with the help of the supporting teacher, the SR proceeded with the data collection, always within their school’s premises and community, to meet the outlined project’s objectives. In one case, the project comprised data collection with former students from the school who had moved on to higher education. After these procedures, the UR organized a scientific writing seminar to explain to the SR and their tutor teachers how to produce an abstract and a research poster. While most of the small group sessions took place in the Faculty’s premises to facilitate the SR access and acquaintance with the university premises and environment, the seminars always took place in the school’s premises. Data analysis, when quantitative, was done collaboratively with the UR when there was a need for specific statistical analysis. However, for qualitative data analysis, the UR usually initiated the students in simple content analysis, which they were able to perform afterwards.

A fourth and a fifth meeting were organized, for the SR, tutor teacher and the UR together, to analyse and discuss findings and design a research poster. The poster and project presentation usually occurred between mid-April and the beginning of May, in a public conference where all the partnership projects were presented. Lastly, the authors organized a project evaluation with the partner SR.

**Research methods: Evaluating student researchers’ experiences**

Our paper discusses processes to engage students as researchers of school issues. Thus, the paper presents and discusses the effects reported by student researchers from researching in Education Sciences, for both their inquiry skills competences as well as their recognition and appreciation of research in Education Sciences.

Data were collected from the evaluations of the project, organized at the end of each school session and from the abstracts of the posters the students produced and presented in the project’s final conference.

The evaluation of the project had a qualitative nature and was organized to allow the students in each research team to evaluate their participation in the project, as well as the project itself. It involved a group interview with each research team (10 group interviews), in which the SRs’ perspectives were collected through questions about (a) the overall organization and scientific development of the project; (b) perceived effects of their participation in the research partnership on their learning and academic and professional expectations; (c) their experience of collaborating with UR, with the university and with research in Education Sciences. The collective interviews were recorded and transcribed, and their transcriptions, together with notes from the interviews and abstracts from the produced posters, were subjected to a content analysis using NVivo. Content analysis focused mainly on the students’ perspectives about the benefits of assuming the role of researchers.

**Results: Students’ perspectives about the benefits of being researchers about their schools**

The SR’s answers reflected two main types of perceived benefits: their deepening of the researched issues and problems, as well as benefits from researching in partnership with university researchers and with the specific procedures described in previous sections.
Regarding the researched issues, most of the students appreciated the experience for helping them to reflect and decide upon academic and career paths (15 references/students). They also mentioned it was important for them as they became more aware of educational and social issues in their daily contexts (11 references/students). One student reported having ‘realized that there are several students like me who still don’t know what they want to do in the future, and that there are several ways for me to look for help to decide and even for the school to help me with that decision’. Still, all the students (n=27) who participated in the interviews mentioned attending higher education as an expectation for their academic future, though only four of them admitted that participating in this project helped them to better shape their course options.

Another mentioned benefit associated with researching in partnership with university researchers was the possibility of early contact with the university staff and environment (eight references/students), since, in addition to informal s with the university researchers, there were meetings at the Faculty and several exchanges of work e-mails and messages. Consequently, students highlighted as positive the fact they were able ‘to interact with the university environment and to develop some abilities to develop a research project/study’. As such, the possibility of developing research competences and teamwork, by communicating, being analytical, creative, methodical and independent in tasks, was also mentioned by several students (nine references/students). From these, teamwork and interpersonal relationships were amongst the project’s aspects that were most appreciated by students (15 references/students). The students also highly appreciated the fact they had an active role in the selection of the research topics (14 references/students) and they could apply data collection methods from social sciences amongst their colleagues (10 references/students). Being allowed to discuss their concerns and analyse their findings with the university researchers was also highlighted (12 references/students).

Finally, increased awareness for research in Education sciences also emerged from the SRs’ answers (eight references/students), as most of these students were in Sciences and Technology studies. One of these students explained that ‘we understood that Science (as Research) can be made of many several things and not just Technology and Health, as we are used to hearing about’. Some students also referred to having realized that carefully planning all the research from the beginning is of the utmost importance (four references/students). In this respect, one student stated, for instance, that she ‘thought that everything was more spontaneous’, and another student explained that ‘many times I read a study, saw the result, and never thought about the amount of work behind it. Our project was a small research. When it is research about a very important theme, it must be a huge amount of work’. Some of the comments from students also had to do with taking into consideration the contexts in analysing, discussing and reporting the data, as they realized that the gathering of data may not always lead to a generalization of conclusions.

Finally, some difficulties mentioned by the students must also be acknowledged, as they may have posed barriers to the amplification of the benefits of these partnerships. The fact that all the research work was extracurricular posed some planning and scheduling problems, sometimes preventing more meetings among the UR and SR, particularly with the tutor teachers. As such, the students also referred to an insufficient connection of the research with curriculum and classroom tasks, as a barrier to better development of their projects (11 references/students).

**Discussion**

The benefits from this experience reported by students highlight the potential of participating in a research process such as this to the improvement of students’ self-confidence regarding their future choices and pathways, not only by becoming more informed about different opportunities but also
because, as reported in previous literature (Bland & Atweh, 2007; Messiou, 2014), when these projects involve visits to university campuses or discussions of post-school options, students can become more familiar and comfortable with higher education environments and actors, as well as raise their expectations of post-school education. They also become better equipped with analytical and social skills to deal with the challenges and difficulties usually posed by transitioning to higher education, particularly problematic in Portugal (Mouraz, & Sousa, 2016). Even the practical experience of leaving their familiar school premises and taking public transportation to go to the Faculty’s premises to discuss their ideas and doubts with the university researchers, in a balanced way, stimulates autonomy in solving practical problems and ease in communicating with adult university actors. Thus, we concur with Fielding and Bragg (2003) and Roberts and Nash (2009) in the idea that student researchers develop a positive sense of self, agency, inquiry skills and social competences. These, in turn, can lead to improved creativity, reflexivity, communication skills and teamwork skills both in and outside classrooms (Bland & Atweh, 2007; Leat & Reid, 2012; Messiou, 2014).

Another important aspect is the improvement of students’ awareness of the problems and challenges in their school, already reported by Fielding and Bragg (2003), particularly through an improved understanding of other young people’s positions towards the issues they raised. While some of these issues carried some of the students’ personal assumptions, often quite individualized in their own experiences or shaped by commercialized youth cultures, as well as schooling and social types of sorting and ranking (Thomson & Gunter, 2006), the collaborative processes in which the students engaged seemed to challenge their assumptions and pave the way for the development of more analytical thinking skills and a more open mind towards other views, experiences and solutions.

Finally, we believe that the potential of student researcher processes for a better understanding of the importance and epistemology of Social Sciences in general, and Education Sciences in particular, has emerged in some of the participating students’ reports. Along with other project-based and inquiry-based teaching methods, student researcher projects have the potential to contradict very widely installed positivist and closed views of research in the ways curricula are designed (Goodson, 2005), still highly associated with more experimental sciences, in which the discovery and the method have a superior status concerning problematizing, discussing, communicating and negotiating hypotheses and findings. The novelty of approaches like these is to highlight the importance of engaging educational actors other than more traditional recognized experts as valuable agents of research, which in turn can increase the status of Educational Sciences as a research discipline.

This was a learning and development opportunity for the university researchers as well. While supporting student researchers, adult university researchers have developed their epistemic agency and a capacity to construct more legitimate knowledge, preventing the often established distance between ‘the knowing agent and the object of knowledge’ (Fielding, 2004b, p. 305). Also being concerned with issues of transition to higher education, as in Bland and Atweh’s (2007) project, we had the opportunity to gain unique knowledge of barriers to students’ tertiary aspirations, as well as expectations they have towards post-school options.

**Conclusion**

The benefits of participatory research initiatives as those involving university researchers collaborating with high school student researchers in projects that raise and secure firmer options of future pathway choices has been well established. We here highlight the potential of these projects not only through the students’ contact with higher education environments but also through socializing
possible options with both the university researchers, their teachers and peers through more structured research approaches.

Despite the recognized potential of this project, we must acknowledge one limitation in this work that relates to our student voice framework. As much as we defend the potential of these projects to promote students’ voices and participation, we concur with previous alerts (Bourke, & Loveridge, 2018; Roberts & Nash, 2009) that securing the impact of student researcher initiatives on the existing school policies and practices has been the most difficult challenge to overcome. Though we concluded that the student research experience contributed to the individual development of participating high school students, we could observe through informal conversations that the impact of their experience on their school’s improvement was limited to an increased awareness from the involved teachers to listen and attend to student perspectives. In Portugal, high schools are still not much inclined to recognize these kinds of extracurricular activities valuing, instead, activities of academic preparation to national exams that have a huge weight both in competitive access to higher education and in school rankings disseminated in the media. Therefore, it is difficult for schools to put the effort in developing those conditions that Mitra (2009) pointed as being key in the development of successful youth-adult partnerships, namely, providing time for collaboration and to foster more balanced relationships that challenge the existing student and adult roles.

Despite these constraints, there is much potential to be explored in terms of students’ skills gains, specifically in researching and analysing social issues. In times in which Social Sciences in general and Education Sciences specifically seem to lose some terrain in the sphere of Research and Development, we defend the seemingly unexplored potential of student researchers’ projects also to high school students’ awareness and valuing of informed Education Sciences research in school and curriculum improvement. This awareness is not only important for their current participation in school improvement initiatives, but also for their future views of the importance of valuing Education Sciences in other fields of knowledge and work.
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